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Abstract: Due to their unique structural, physical and chemical properties, cyclodextrins and their
derivatives have been of great interest to scientists and researchers in both academia and industry for
over a century. Many of the industrial applications of cyclodextrins have arisen from their ability to
encapsulate, either partially or fully, other molecules, especially organic compounds. Cyclodextrins
are non-toxic oligopolymers of glucose that help to increase the solubility of organic compounds
with poor aqueous solubility, can mask odors from foul-smelling compounds, and have been widely
studied in the area of drug delivery. In this review, we explore the structural and chemical properties
of cyclodextrins that give rise to this encapsulation (i.e., the formation of inclusion complexes) ability.
This review is unique from others written on this subject because it provides powerful insights into
factors that affect cyclodextrin encapsulation. It also examines these insights in great detail. Later, we
provide an overview of some industrial applications of cyclodextrins, while emphasizing the role of
encapsulation in these applications. We strongly believe that cyclodextrins will continue to garner
interest from scientists for many years to come, and that novel applications of cyclodextrins have yet
to be discovered.

Keywords: cyclodextrins; host-guest chemistry; supramolecular chemistry; drug delivery research

1. Introduction—Brief History of Cyclodextrins & Their Applications

Cyclodextrins (CDs) were formally discovered in 1891 [1] as Antoine Villers studied
enzymatic degradation of potato starch in bacteria [2,3]. Villers isolated two compounds
(most likely α-CD and β-CD [4]) with properties similar to those of cellulose (i.e., resistance
to acid hydrolysis, and non-reducing properties) [4,5]. He consequently named them
“cellulosines” [6]. Franz Schardinger, the so-called “Founding Father” of cyclodextrin
chemistry, renamed these two compounds dextrins [5,6], from which the modern name
of “cyclodextrins” originates. In 1939, Karl Freudenberg and his co-workers published a
full description of the two separated compounds [7]. In 1954, Friedrich Cramer focused
on separating and purifying CDs naturally, and studied CD-guest inclusion complexes in
different states [8].

Even though CDs were discovered well over a century ago, the number of papers
about cyclodextrins from 1955 to 1975 was minimal (See Figure 1) [2,9–11]. This low
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number partially due to the (erroneous) statement that CDs were toxic. Dexter French
reported this in a criticical review of CDs in 1957 [5]. He and B. H. Thomas fed rats fed
small quantities of highly purified β-CD, and oddly enough, all subsequently died. These
results, however, were unpublished, and the authors did not explain the cause of death [5].
The methods French and Thomas used are questionable [4], and have since been proven
incorrect [4]; other factors such as solubility [12–14], chemical modification [15–18], route
of administration (oral, intravenous, topical, etc.) [19–21] must be taken into account when
considering CDs’ toxicity, which varies even among the native CDs.
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Figure 1. The trend of CD publications from 1955 to 2020, obtained using the keyword “cyclodextrin”
from Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com (accessed on 6 December 2021)).

Since 1975, publications regarding CDs, modified CDs, and their application have
steadily increased to the present day (Figure 1) [2,6,9,10], with several impactful papers
about CDs only recently (See for example [22–28]). Much of this increase is due to more
cost-effective, industrial CD production [29–34].

In this review, we introduce the fundamental structural and chemical properties of
CDs. In particular, we discuss the origin and the role of CD conformational flexibility
in complexation (i.e., encapsulation, see Section 2). We also discuss several factors that
influence CD complexation (Section 3), citing several examples from the scientific literature.
Later in the review (Section 4), we briefly discuss some main applications of CDs, which
include textiles [10,35], foods [36,37], cosmetics [38], solar energy [39], and environmental
applications [40,41]. All of these combined set this review apart from other reviews written
on the subject because comparatively few reviews discuss these in this order and in such
great detail. We hope that readers will gain an appreciation of the value of CDs in scientific
research, in industry, and even, in everyday life.

2. Structural and Chemical Properties of Cyclodextrins

The wide range of novel applications of CDs is mainly due to their unique structural
properties. Thus, to understand their versatility and applicability, it is essential to begin
with a description of their physicochemical properties.

http://scholar.google.com
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2.1. The Shape of the Native Cyclodextrins

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are non-toxic [6], sugar polymers that are stable in water and
some organic solvents [4,6]. They show high stability under alkaline conditions; the
reported pKa values of the natural CDs range from 12.1 and 13.5 [42]. Thus, at low pH,
CDs are susceptible to acid hydrolysis, which results in ring opening, subsequently causing
the formation of various linear oligosaccharides and glucose units [43]. CDs are non-
reducing, cyclic oligosaccharides consisting of a series of α-D-glucopyranose subunits
joined by α-1,4-glycosidic bonds. Geometrically, CDs are distinguished by their hydrophilic
circular truncated cone shape. This cone shape has a hydrophobic, hollow conical cavity of
7.9 Å depth. This cavity is suitable for the inclusion of appropriately sized hydrophobic
guest molecules [4,44–47].

The three native cyclodextrins, alpha CD (α-CD), beta CD (β-CD), and gamma CD
(γ-CD), have six, seven, and eight D-glucose subunits, respectively [6], and their structures
are shown in Figure 2. The D-glucose subunit typically assumes a 4C1 chair conformation
(Figure 3), and sometimes, though less frequently, the 1C4 chair conformation [48–52]. The
chair conformation of the D-glucose subunit overall CD angular strain. It also puts the
“bulky” oxygen groups (hydroxyls, glycosidic groups) into the equatorial plane [53], further
stabilizing the CD molecule.
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Figure 2. Structures of the three native cyclodextrins. Reprinted with permission from [54]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical Society.

The chair conformation of the D-glucose subunit has another structural impact; it
causes the three native cyclodextrins to form a “truncated” cone [55,56] instead of a straight
symmetrical cylinder, as shown in Figure 4.

The formation of the truncated cone causes the free hydroxyl groups to change their
orientation. The hydroxyl groups point towards the outside of the cyclodextrin molecule,
with the C2 and C3–OH groups pointing towards the wide rim, and C6–OH groups pointing
towards the narrow rim [42] (Figure 5). This exterior lining of hydroxyl groups allows CDs
to form hydrogen bonds with water molecules; thus, CDs have some aqueous solubility.
The aqueous solubility properties of CDs are discussed more in Section 2.4.

Unlike the polar exterior of CDs, the interior cavity is hydrophobic. The cavity is
hydrophobic because it is is lined with non-polar groups—C3, O4 glycosidic bond (ether-
like), and C5–CH (aliphatic-like) groups [57] (Figure 6). The hydrophobic cavity has
the ability to encapsulate, either partially or fully, small organic molecules [47]. This
encapsulation ability has proven useful for applications in medicine, industry, food, textiles,
cosmetics, etc., some of which are discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 3. Structure of the glucose unit in cyclodextrins. The D-glucose unit shown here is the 4C1

conformation with the α—1→4 glycosidic bond. (C stands for “chair”, and the numbers represent the
position of carbon atoms that are above and below the rest of the carbons, respectively [55].) Carbon
atoms are numbered in red, and hydrogens (excluding hydroxyl hydrogens) groups are marked in
blue. n = 6, 7, and 8, for α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD, respectively. Figure created in ChemDraw 18.1.
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Figure created with the aid of ChemDraw 18.1.
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2.2. Cyclodextrin Size Properties and Overall Flexibility

The hydrophobic cavities of the α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD vary in size, and increase
from the smallest CD (α-CD) to the largest (γ-CD), reflecting that the three native CDs have
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different numbers of glucose units [20]. The size properties of α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD are
listed in Table 1, and are illustrated in Figure 7. Note that in Table 1 and Figure 7, the inner
diameter lengths are listed as a range instead of a single number. Frequently, the scientific
literature reports the inner cavity diameter as a single number [6,58–60], although a range
is also reported sometimes [61,62]. Reporting the inner cavity diameters as a range is more
appropriate, as it reflects the inherent flexibility present in CDs.

Table 1. Select dimensions for α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD.

Cyclodextrin No. of Glucose
Units

Molecular
Weight

Cavity
Diameter (Å) a

Outer
Diameter (Å) b Height (Å) c Cavity Volume

(Å3) d

α 6 972 4.7–5.2 14.6 7.8 174

β 7 1135 6.0–6.4 15.4 7.8 262

γ 8 1297 7.5–8.3 17.5 7.8 427
a From [62]. b From [9,63]. c From [64]. d From [65].
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The glucose subunit has been reported as “rigid” [51,62], therefore making the entire
subunit “rigid”. This argument is supported by X-ray crystallography studies, which first
elucidated the structure of the CD molecule [66–68], and which enabled researchers to
discover the truncated cone shape [2]. The X-ray crystallography technique, however, is
limited to solid state samples; therefore, it alone does not suffice to solidify the claim that
CDs are rigid molecules, and it alone cannot explain why CDs form stable complexes
with many types of molecules [9,19,59,69–76]. Therefore, other analytical techniques are
required to substantiate the conclusion that CDs are rigid molecules.

For example, Vibrational Raman Optical Activity [77] and Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance (NMR) Spectroscopy [78–82] have proven that CDs have considerable conformational
flexibility [83]. Recent studies that exclude X-ray crystallography also support this [84–86].
Several molecular dynamics studies account for CD conformational flexibility, providing
valuable structural insights for CD molecules [87–90]. Hence, it is incomplete to claim CDs
are “rigid”, and therefore, it is more appropriate to report the inner cavity diameter as a
range rather than a single number.

Larger cyclodextrins containing up to 31 glucose units have been studied and charac-
terized [51,52,91–95], and their conformational flexibility is considerably larger than those
of their smaller counterparts (α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD) [52]. However, this increased flexi-
bility decreases their overall stability, and severely limits their ability to form complexes
like α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD [52]. For this reason, larger cyclodextrins (beyond γ-CD) are
beyond the scope of this review.
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2.3. The Torsion Angle Index

Generally speaking, the glucose subunit in CDs retains the 1C4 or 4C1 chair conforma-
tion, even when another molecule is inside the hydrophobic cavity [51,95]. This allows CD
overall stability, and the ability to maintain the truncated cone shape [62]. This is partly
due to limited internal rotation within the glucose unit [96]. However, there are three
characteristic bonds with considerable rotational flexibility [51,89,97], the C5–C6 bond, and
the two torsion angles, φ and ψ, which are defined as the angles between O4•••C1-O4’-C4,
and C1-O4’-C4’•••O4”; respectively, where the prime and double primed atoms belong
to directly adjacent glucose subunits [98]. The rotatability of these angles is reported in
Figure 8, with representative values for φ and ψ listed in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Visual representation of rotatable bonds (marked in black circles with a single arrowhead)
in CDs. Reprinted with permission from [51]. Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.

Table 2. Representative angle values for rotatable bonds in CDs. Reprinted with permission from [98].

Cyclodextrin φ (◦) Ψ (◦)

α 166 −169
β 169 −172
γ 165 −169

The C5–C6 bond involves the exterior primary hydroxyl groups [98,99], and does not
contribute much to CD overall flexibility. However, the rotatable torsional angles of CDs
are on the inside, and analyzing the properties of these two angles (ϕ, ψ) provides valuable
structural insights about CDs.
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Using molecular dynamics, Sandilya et al. (2021) [89] studied the structure of the
native CDs, and found that even though the outside of the CD is a truncated cone, the inner
cavity takes the form of a conical hourglass, as shown in Figure 9. This hourglass shape
occurs because glycosidic oxygens protrude inwards [89], which in turn is possible because
of flexibility about the glycosidic bond (ϕ, ψ). Similarly, Naidoo et al. (2008) [97] examined
the structure of the native CDs using molecular dynamics, and found that the range of
angle values for ϕ (defined as H1’-C1’-O4-C4, prime denotes an adjacent glucose subunit)
torsion rotations is limited as compared withψ (defined as C1’-O4-C4-H4) rotations for each
α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD. From observing this and other molecular parameters, Naidoo et al.
(2008) concluded that the ψ torsion angle (i.e., the glycosidic bond) is the main cause for
CD glucose subunits tilting inwards or outwards [97], again confirming that CDs have
conformational flexibility.
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with permission from [89]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

These theoretical studies are experimentally validated [77,83]. Tafazzoli and Ghiasi (2009)
found a relationship between the chemical shift of the anomeric carbon of the native CDs,
and the angles ϕ and ψ using molecular dynamics. This relationship strongly correlates with
results from NMR experiments [100]. Previously, it was proven that the NMR chemical shift
of the anomeric proton (H1) and 13C NMR of cyclodextrins depends on the conformation
of the torsion angles (glycosidic bonds) [101]. Futhermore, Sandilya et al. (2020) [89] and
Naidoo et al. (2008) [97] also validated their theoretical studies with NMR experiments,
showing that the torsion angles play a key role in CD conformational flexibility.

2.4. Hydrogen Bonding and Cyclodextrin Aqueous Solubility

As stated earlier, CDs are lined with primary and secondary hydroxyl groups. These
hydroxyl groups can hydrogen bond with water molecules and other polar chemicals.
The number of hydrogen bond donors/acceptors for each α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD is quite
large [42], and is listed in Table 3. The large number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors
results in a large, negative LogPo/w [42], which is the logarithmic value of the octanol/water
partition coefficient [102].
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Table 3. Hydrogen bonding capacity of and LogPo/w values of the native CDs.

Property α-CD β-CD γ-CD

LogP calculated −12.7 −14.82 −16.93
Acceptor count calculated 30 35 40

Donor count calculated 18 21 24

Despite a comparable number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, α-CD, β-CD,
and γ-CD, the aqueous solubility of each differs drastically from the other two. The
maximum amount of cyclodextrin that can be dissolved at 25 ◦C and 1 atm are 14.5, 1.85
and 23.2 g in 100 mL of water for a α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD, respectively [103]. This trend
remains the same even at higher temperatures (Table 4) [103].

Table 4. Water solubility of the three native cyclodextrins *. Data taken from [103].

Temperature (◦C) α-CD β-CD γ-CD

25 12.8 1.8 25.6
45 29.0 4.5 58.5
60 66.2 9.1 129.2

* g/100 mL.

One would expect the aqueous solubility of β-CD to be somewhere in between that of
α-CD and γ-CD, and yet, β-CD has the lowest aqueous solubility. Despite this anomalous
solubility, β-CD and its derivatives are the most used for drug studies due to its aptly sized
inner cavity [71,104]. Some researchers believe that the anomalous solubility of β-CD may
be attributed to its molecular rigidity [105]. Specifically, the C2 and C3 secondary hydroxyl
groups in β-CD form hydrogen bonds between each other, creating an inflexible, yet
complete secondary belt. This complete “belt” limits the ability of β-CD to form hydrogen
bonds with surrounding water molecules [4]. On the contrary, both α-CD and γ-CD possess
higher aqueous solubility than does β-CD due to an incomplete belt of hydrogen bonds
and a non-coplanar structure, respectively [42].

The low aqueous solubility of CDs presents a major challenge for industrial and
pharmaceutical application. To overcome this obstacle, the CD hydroxyl groups (the
secondary and/or primary) can be chemically modified. Using this creative approach also
improves the aqueous solubility of organic drugs in CDs, thus increasing the applicability
and versatility of CDs [9,73,74,106–108].

For example, the aqueous solubility of β-CD increases to >1200 mg/mL (>80-fold
increase from 18.5 mg/mL) when the 2-hydroxy group is replaced with a 2-hydroxypropyl
group to become 2-hydroxypropyl β-CD (HP-βCD) [47]. Albendazole and fenbendazole,
two imidazole based drugs used to treat alveolar echinococcosi [109], had tremendously dif-
ferent aqueous solubilities upon complexation with β-CD and HPβ-CD [110] (See Table 5).
From Table 5, it is clearly seen that introducing chemical modifications can tremendously
affect drug solubility in water.

Table 5. Comparsion of Albendazole and Fenbendazole Aqueous Solubtility when complexed with
β-CD and HPβ-CD. Datak taken from [110].

CD Used Albendazole Aqueous
Solubility (µg/mL)

Fendendazole Aqeuous
Solubility (µg/mL)

- 0.4188 0.1054

β-CD 93.47 45.56

HPβ-CD 443.06 159.36

Even with the aid of chemical modifications, the modest aqueous solubility of the
native CDs still warrants further investigation, as understanding the interactions of the
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native CDs with water molecules may yield crucial structural information [89]. This
information can be utilized to improve drug/CD complexation. This knowledge is of
utmost importance, especially when it comes to pharmaceutical applications, where CDs
are used to mitigate the bioavailability problems of drugs resulting from poor aqueous
solubility, poor stability, and severe side effects [34,111–114].

2.5. Cyclodextrin Derivatives

CDs can be modified by substituting various functional groups on the primary and/or
the secondary face of the molecule. This substitution could occur to any glucosyl residue,
and the ligands need not be attached to the same glucose unit. Modified CDs have found
uses in pharmaceuticals, foods, and separations. Through modification, the chemical and
physical properties of cyclodextrins can be improved for various applications such as
enzyme mimicry [115–117], and for the catalysis of the reactions of molecules held within
the cavity [118]. Modified CD catalysis is novel since the substitution groups initiate a
reaction with the substrate bound molecule. This enhances reaction rate and reaction yield
by 1000-fold and 4-fold, respectively [115].

Another interesting property of modified CDs is their chelating ability, which has been
exploited in pharmaceuticals for use as delivery systems [119], increased drug bioavailabil-
ity [120], and increased drug activity.

Moreover, modified CDs have been used to control the release of food constituents.
In particular, modified CDs have been used to remove bitter components from aqueous
solution to control the release of fragrances, to stabilize liquids, and to mask odors, tastes,
and colors [121].

Interestingly, modified CDs are used in gas and liquid chromatography. For example,
Schmarr et al. (1991) [122] found that dilution of the modifie CD stationary phase with other
stationary phases in gas chromatography diluted the chiral selectivity of the modified CD.

The use of modified CDs will probably increase due to the low cost of cyclodex-
trin synthesis and their widerange of applications, from anti-HIV activity [123] to food
stabilization [124], and to enzyme mimicry [116].

3. Complexation Properties of Cyclodextrins
3.1. Introduction

CDs can form complexes with a wide range of molecules, including alkyl glyco-
sides [125–127], chiral compounds [128–133], branched or cyclic alkyl groups [134,135], aro-
matic molecules [130,136,137], and proteins [138–141]. Interactions between cyclodextrins
(host) and guest molecules may yield a stable complex with a high equilibrium constant; for
example, β-CD forms a highly stable inclusion complexes with adamantyl derivatives with
a binding constant of ~104–105 M−1 [142,143] (See Table 6 for more examples). A typical
complexation process is illustrated in Figure 10.

Table 6. CD inclusion complexes with high binding constants. (Errors on binding constnats not
provided for cliarity).

Guest Host Binding Constant (M−1) Reference

Ketoprofen γ-CD 2.351 × 103 [144]

Ascorbic acid β-CD 3.655 × 103 [104]

B12I12
2−

(dodecaborate cluster)
γ-CD 6.7 × 105 [145]

9-triamantane carboxylic acid γ-CD 5.0 × 105 [146]
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Figure 10. A standard mechanism for CD complexation. Here, the guest molecule (green) approaches
the empty CD cavity (orange). Once the guest molecule is inside the CD cavity, either partially of
completely, complexation is complete.

CDs form various types of complexes [147], depending on the number of CD(s) and/or
guest molecule(s) [57]. These types of complexes are classified based on the ratio of CD
to guest; the 1:1 complex formation is by far the most common [42], but other types (1:2,
2:1, 2:2, 3:1, etc.) have been reported. This also affects binding kinetics, and the calculation
of binding constants from biophysical data [57]. Regarding CDs, complexation is mainly
enthalpy drive, and disfavors entropy [148,149].

Several factors contribute to complexation formation. A few of these factors are listed
in Table 7. We present each factor listed in Table 7 in detail below, citing several examples
of how each factor influences the CD complexation process.

Table 7. Factors affecting CD-complexation formation.

Size and shape of the CD cavity
CD/CD-complex self-assembly or aggregation
Chemical properties of guest molecule(s)
Expulsion of “high-energy” water molecules (applies to aqueous solutions only)

3.2. Size and Shape of the Cyclodextrin Cavity

As noted above (see Table 1) α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD have similarly sized hydrophobic
cavities. Despite this similarity, this one factor significantly affects CD complex formation.
Just like the story of Goldilocks and the three bears, there is one sized cavity that “fits just
right” for the particular application [150].

For example, Szente et al. (2018) [151] examined how the different sizes of three native
CDs and some of their derivatives affect cell cytotoxicity and cholesterol homeostasis.
They found that β-CD has a greater impact on cell (HEK293T, TZM-bl, Jurkat, and HeLa)
viability than either α-CD or γ-CD, indicating that the size of the CD cavity affects its
cytotoxic activity [151]. Cholesterol has poor aqueous solubility, with reported solubility
values ranging from 25–29 ng/mL [152]. Some β-CD derivatives, (Heptakis 2, 6-di-O-
methyl)-β-CD with 95% purity, randomly methylated β-CD, and Hydroxypropyl-β-CD)
increased the solubility of cholesterol from 25–29 ng/mL to 4.56, 4.97, and 0.75 mg/mL,
respectively. The γ-CD derivative (hydroxypropyl-γ-CD) did not solubilize cholesterol at
all. This suggests that β-CD has an increased ability to bind cholesterol than does γ-CD,
probably due to the more aptly sized β-CD cavity [151]. These results are consistent with
earlier studies [153,154] and show that CD cavity size directly influences CD molecular
binding capacity.

Another study also demonstrates the effect of CD cavity size on molecular binding.
Yang et al. (2009) [155] studied the complexation of α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD and a few
CD derivatives with scutellarin using UV-Vis and NMR. Scutellarin, a flavonoid drug,
formed complexes with α-CD, β-CD, HPβ-CD, and γ-CD with different binding strengths.
At pH = 7.20 and 25.0 ◦C, the binding constants (KS, M−1) of scutellarin to HP-β-CD,
β-CD, and α-CD were 1925, 634, and 210, respectively. Spectral changes were too small to
accurately calculate the binding constant of scutellarin to γ-CD, meaning that the binding of
scutellarin to γ-CD was weak [155]. The values of these numbers suggest that the HP-β-CD
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and β-CD have the optimal binding size, whereas the cavity of α-CD is too small, and γ-CD
is too large. Based on these results, this study strongly indicates a relationship between CD
cavity size and molecular binding.

One final example firmly supports an effect of the CD cavity on CD complex formation.
In their study of quinine shape adaptation in α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD, Wójcik et al. (2019) [156]
demonstrated via NMR studies, that quinine binds best to β-CD (1516 M−1), followed by
α-CD (379 M−1) and γ-CD (344 M−1) at pH = 10.5, and T = 25 ◦C. These different binding
strengths alone demonstrate that CD cavity size influences CD complex formation, and as
such, validate the results of Szente et al. (2018) [151] and Yang et al. (2009) [155]. Therefore,
the size of the CD cavity strongly influences molecular binding strength.

3.3. Self-Assembly and Aggregation of Cyclodextrins and Their Complexes

The native CDs and their complexes form cage-like or channel-like structures [51,157,158].
Cage type structures can be further broken down into “herringbone” and “brick wall” [51]
structures, and channel type can further be broken down into different orientations (head-
to-head, or head-to-tail) [159,160]. For the reader’s convenience, these structures and their
categories are diagrammed in Figure 11. The self-assembly and aggregation of cyclodextrins
and their complexes in solution may either increase or inhibit the formation of complexes,
depending on the experimental conditions. CD aggregation may also distort the true binding
constant of the guest molecule [161].
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with permission. Ref. [157] by CC 3.0, and [162] by Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.

Differential light scattering (DLS) [163], NMR [164,165], circular dichroism [161], and
several types of microscopy [166] have been used to measure CD aggregation and its effect
on complexation formation. Despite available methods and resources, the mechanism of
CD aggregation is still poorly understood, and experimental evidence shows seemingly
contradictory results [157]. Part of the arising contradiction results from the inherent
limitations of the experimental techniques used. For example, circular dichroism is sensitive
to the turbidity of a solution, and is therefore extremely sensitive to CD aggregation [167],
which may cause turbidity in the solution [168]. However, DLS and electron transmission
microscopy have given reliable results pertaining to CD aggregation [157].

Despite an incomplete understanding regarding this subject., there are some generally
accepted facts. These include an increase in aggregate size at increased CD concentra-
tion [166], and that aggregates of native CDs appear at concentrations (3–12 mM) well
below their aqueous solubility limits (See Table 4). Furthermore, the critical aggregation con-
centrations (below which aggregation cannot occur) of α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD are reported
at 25 mg/mL (26 mM), 8 mg/mL (7 mM) and 9 mg/mL (7 mM), respectively [169].
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Aggregation of CDs with Small Molecules

It is essential to consider the influence of CD aggregation on molecular binding,
since it can and in some cases does, affect binding strength. Bikádi et al. (2006) [170]
considered this influence as they relate CDs binding to carotenoids. In their study, the
authors found that the aggregation properties of CD derivatives significantly influenced
their complexation behavior with carotenoids, and pigments found in fruits, vegetables,
plants, and photosynthetic bacteria [171,172]. Of the CD derivatives studied, randomly
methylated β-CD had the lowest tendency to aggregate, and the highest binding affinity to
carotenoids. Bikádi et al. (2006) further revealed, based on results from molecular modeling
experiments, that the lower the self-aggregation of CDs, the better their binding affinities
with carotenoids [170].

Likewise, Huang et al. (2019) [173] investigated the effects of CD aggregation on the
binding of glipizide to CDs (β-CD, γ-CD, HP-β-CD, Me-β-CD). Glipizide/CD aggregation
was observed for each of the four CDs, especially at higher concentrations. However,
altering the structure of the CD (i.e., β-CD to Me- β-CD or HP-β-CD) significantly altered
the tendency of the glipizide/CD complex to aggregate. The glipizide/Me-β-CD complex
had the strongest binding affinity of the four different complexes considered, presumably
because the glipizide/Me-β-CD complex aggregated the least [173]. Thus, The study
supports, at least in part, the hypothesis that increased CD aggregation leads to decreased
molecular binding.

It seems reasonable to extend this hypothesis (i.e., less CD aggregation equals more
binding) to other types of CD/small molecule complexes. However, each host–guest system
must be considered individually, as individual cases could prove to be exceptions to this
“rule”. A couple of individual cases are explored below.

For example, Chun et al. (2012) [174] measured the diffusion rate eugenol through
β-CD to determine the extent of CD complex aggregation. These authors induced eugenol/
β-CD complexation by shaking mixtures of eugenol and β-CD for several hours; they
observed that larger aggregate particles (1110 nm) formed at longer shaking times (24 h)
than those particles (650 nm) formed at shorter shaking times (8 h). The diffusion rate
of the larger aggregated particles (eugenol/β-CD complex) was lower than that of the
smaller aggregated particles, indicating that aggregation of the eugenol/β-CD complex
hindered the release of eugenol from the β-CD cavity [174]. While this study does not
directly support the above mentioned hypothesis (i.e., the diffusion rate is not necessarily
correlated with binding affinity), it does demonstrate that the effect of CD aggregation on
CD complexation cannot simply be ignored, and deserves some consideration and analysis.

Similarly, Jo et al. (2015) [175] investigated the relationship between the concentrations
of trans-cinnamaldehyde and β-CD and trans-cinnamaldehyde/β-CD aggregation. Not
surprisingly, increased concentrations of both components induced more aggregation and
formation of larger particles. However, β-CD encapsulation was higher than 90%, and
β-CD had a high retention (>80%) of trans-cinnamaldehyde at higher β-CD concentrations
due to increased aggregation of the trans-cinnamaldehyde/β-CD complex [175]. This work
presents seemingly contradictory results, and so, it cannot be simply stated that less CD
aggregation results in stronger binding.

Guest molecules can also influence CD aggregation. For example, in pure aqueous
solution, γ-CD has a critical aggregation concentration of 4.2% (w/v) [176]. Rodrigues Sá
Couto et al. (2019) [176] found that when carbamazepine, a drug used in the treatment of
epilepsy [177], is present in the solution, the critical aggregation concentration of γ-CD
drops to 2.5% (w/v) [176].

Additional studies show the influence of CD aggregation or CD/small molecule
aggregation on CD complexation [176–180], but the results of these studies do not reveal
a clear trend between CD aggregation and CD complexation. Some fundamental issues
remain to be addressed [157,181], thus demonstrating the need for additional studies.
Additional studies in this area should shed light on the CD/complexation process, and will
prove useful for drug delivery, since many of the small molecules studied in CD complexes
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are drugs, and aggregation will likely affect the ability of CDs to effectively bind to and/or
release drugs.

3.4. Chemical Properties of the Guest Molecule

The chemical properties of the guest molecule, strongly influences the binding strength
of the CD/molecule complex. A few of these properties include their charge (i.e., neutral,
cationic, anionic), the types of intermolecular interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding, van der
Waals, dipole–dipole) involved, and the size/shape of the guest molecule. The contribution
of each of these factors to CD complexation varies depending on the class/type of guest
molecules. Therefore, while it may be said that while one factor tends to dominate or
influence binding of CDs to molecules, it is rash to say that this factor and its level of
contribution is absolute. Nonetheless, each of these factors (i.e., ionic charge, intermolecular
interactions, guest molecule size/shape) plays an important role, and we consider each of
them in the following sections.

Ionic Charge of the Guest Molecule

The interior cavity of the native CDs is hydrophobic [182], and its polarity is similar to
that of n-octanol for pyrene [183]. The internal polarity of β-CD is reported to be similar
to that of ethanol [184]. As such, the CD interior cavity interacts best with molecules
that possess van der Waals/hydrophobic types of intermolecular interactions [185–187].
Therefore, it is expected that non-polar, neutrally charged organic molecules of appropriate
shape and size, possessing van der Waals/hydrophobic type interactions, will bind best to
the CD cavity, and this is generally the case. Van der Waals/hydrophobic interactions are
considered one of the most important forces in CD complexation formation [6,188].

However, the presence of a charge on organic molecules can significantly affect the
orientation of guest molecules in the CD cavity, and the stability of CD complexes [189]. The
discussion that follows will address these changes, and is not intended as a comprehensive
description of the effect of charge on CD complexes; it serves only to demonstrate that
the charge of a molecule must be considered in CD complexation formation. Table 8 is
provided to facilitate a comparative analysis of the studies discussed in this section.

Table 8. Comparison of Different Studies exploring ionic charge and its effect on CD complexation.

Guest Host (s) Type of Charge (i.e.,
Positive and/or Negative) Effect on CD Binding Ref.

Adamantane derivatives β-CD, DM-β-CD,
TM-β-CD Positive, Negative

Positively charged end
of guests pointed out

the wide rim, negative
charge had no effect

[190]

Trifluoperazine β-CD, DM-β-CD,
HP-β-CD

Less positive (i.e., more
negative) Stronger binding [191]

Imatinib β-CD 0, +1, +2, and +3 Weakest binding at +1,
strongest binding at +3 [192]

p-nitrophenol,
p-nitrophenolate α-CD, β-CD 0 (p-nitrophenol)

−1 (p-nitrophenolate)
Anionic guest bound

more strongly [193,194]

Some carboxylic acids and
their conjugate bases α-CD 0 (carboxylic acids)

−1 (conjugate bases) Negligible effect [195]

nitrobenzene,
carboxybenzene, benzoate,

4-nitrophenol,
4-nitrophenolate

α-CD

0 (nitrobenzene)
0 (carboxybenzene)
−1 (benzoate)

0 (4-nitrophenol)
−1 (4-nitrophenolate)

Negligible effect [196]
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An ionic charge can alter guest orientation in the CD cavity. For example, adamantane
derivatives with positively charged groups have their positively charged group sticking
out from the wider end of β-CD and its derivatives (DM-β-CD, and TM-β-CD). Negatively
charged adamantane derivatives show no preference for the orientation within the CD
cavity; the negatively charged groups simultaneously protrude from the narrow end or the
wider end of the cavity in the same sample (though not within individual CD/adamantane
derivative complex molecules) [190].

Additional studies demonstrate change in CD binding strength due to a (positively)
charged molecule. Some guest molecules bind to CDs better when they have a lower
positive charge. For example, the pH (i.e., charge) of the solution changes the binding
strength of trifluoperazine, an organic molecule, to β-CD, DM-β-CD, and HP-β-CD. Triflu-
operazine exhibits higher binding constants to these CDs at higher pH values (i.e., more
basic = less positive) [191]. This trend is also observed in the binding of 7-hydroxyflavone
in β-CD [197], and in the binding of quinine to α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD [156].

Béni et al. (2007) [192], however, found an unusual exception to this trend (less positive
= better binding). Imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (also known as Gleevec) [198],
has three protonatable sites, and thus, four possible charged forms—0, +1, +2, and +3.
When interacting with RAMEB (Randomly Methylated β-CD), the stability constant, LogK,
decreased with each successive increase in charge, with a minimum value at +3, meaning
that imatinib bound weakest at higher levels of positive charge, following the trend recently
mentioned. When binding to β-CD, however, imatinib surprisingly had the lowest LogK
value at charge = +1, and higher LogK values at charge = +2 and at charge = +3 [192].

The binding of cyclodextrins to anionic (negatively charged) organic compounds some-
times show an opposite trend to that of cationic compounds (i.e., negative charge increases
binding). Sometimes, anionic compounds bind even better to CDs than their corresponding
neutral components [188,199–201], particularly due to charge transfer (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Illustration of charge transfer between a hypothetical guest molecule (heptanoate) and a
CD. Heptanoate created using ChemDraw 18.1.

Perhaps the most commonly cited example is the comparison of the binding of
p-nitrophenol, and its conjugate base, p-nitrophenolate, to CDs [193,194]. The reported
binding constants of p-nitrophenol and p-nitrophenolate to β-CD as are 130 dm3 mol−1 and
410 dm3 mol−1, respectively, a nearly threefold increase from neutral compound to anionic
compound [193]. The average binding constants of p-nitrophenol and p-nitrophenolate to
α-CD are reported at 248 M−1 and 2507 M−1, respectively, a nearly fivefold increase [194].
Both papers [193,194] indicate that the rationale for this increase in binding constant is
charge transfer between guest (p-nitrophenolate) and host (β-CD or α-CD) via electron
resonance, meaning that the p-nitrophenolate donates some of its electron density to the CD
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cavity. The protonated form, p-nitrophenol can perform this same type of resonance, but to
a lesser extent, and so, cannot undergo charge transfer as efficiently as p-nitrophenolate.

Jiménez and Alderete (2005) [195] also investigated charge transfer in their study of
30 carboxylic acids and their conjugate bases binding to α-CD. They found that charge
transfer does not necessarily increase the binding of the carboxylate base as compared to
the its conjugate acid; density functional theory (DFT) models, however, support the fact
that charge transfer between carboxylate anions and α-CD contributes to the formation of
stable complexes [195]. This study shows that charge transfer between anionic guest and
host may serve to stabilize the CD/anionic compound complex, even if charge transfer
does not increase binding strength.

In addition, charge transfer does not necessarily dominate in CD/anionic complexes.
For example, when α-CD forms complexes with nitrobenzene, carboxybenzene, benzoate,
4-nitrophenol, or 4-nitrophenolate., charge transfer only contributes ~6% of guest-host
binding energy, a very small amount. Nevertheless, the guest molecules (nitrobenzene, car-
boxybenzene, benzoate, 4-nitrophenol, and 4-nitrophenolate) decreased the dipole moment
of α-CD by an average of 9%, thus affecting the association between the guest and host
molecules [196]. Hence, it is essential to consider the role of charge transfer/distribution in
the binding process of anionic/CD complexes, even if it is not the main contributing force
in anionic/CD complexation formation.

3.5. Intermolecular Forces between Guest and Host

The guest molecule must possess the “correct” organic functional groups for optimal
binding to the cyclodextrin cavity. Since the CD cavity is hydrophobic, it is most likely to bind
to organic molecules with hydrophobic (van der Waals) types of interactions, and less likely
to bind well to molecules possessing hydrophilic (i.e., polar) organic functional groups.

3.5.1. The Dominating Van Der Waals Forces in CD Complexation

In most cases, van der Waals forces are the principal interactions that stabilize CD-guest
complexes. For example, Cai et al. (2006) [202] observed that the binding energies of the acyl
groups of phospholipids (palmitoyloleoylphatidylinositol, palmitoyloleoylphatidylserine,
and palmitoyloleoylphatidylethanolamine) to α-CD were much lower than the binding
energies of the phospholipid head groups. The acyl groups almost exclusively contain van
der Waals forces, leading to the conclusion that van der Waals forces are the driving force
of phospholipid complexation with α-CD [202]. Similarly, Du et al. (2020) [203] concluded
that the main binding force between β-CD and geranyl acetone, a compound commonly
used as a flavoring agent [204,205], is mainly a van der Waals force. In addition, Wang et al.
(2009) [206] found that van der Waals forces were a main driving force in the complexation
of Litsea cubeba essential oil with β-CD and a few of its derivatives (DM-β-CD, HE-β-CD,
and HP-β-CD).

Other types of intermolecular forces influence CD-complexation; however, van der
Waals forces seem to remain the priority force for determining inclusion complex stability.
β-CD For example, complexation of β-CD with select sunscreen agents (oxybenzone,
octocrylene, and ethylhexyl-methoxycinnamate) was driven by a combination of different
forces. These included electrostatic, van der Waals, bond angle bending, and dihedral angle
bending forces. Despite the presence of all there the van der Waals force which contributed
to 90% or more of the total binding energy of sunscreen agent to β-CD [207]. This study,
and others like it, demonstrate the dominating effect of van der Waals forces on guest
molecule binding to CDs.

3.5.2. Hydrogen Bonding between Guest and Host

Hydrogen bonding is the most relevant polar intermolecular force for cyclodextrins in
solution, as the native cyclodextrins do not possess ionizable groups (except in extremely
acidic or basic environments).
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The hydrogen bonding capacity of the exterior hydroxyl groups of native CDs is
limited, especially that of β-CD, due to a strong network of intramolecular hydrogen bonds
(see Section 2.4) [4]. The inner cavity of CDs has zero capacity to form hydrogen bonds
with guests, as it does not possess hydrogen donors or acceptors (i.e., a hydroxyl group).
Generally speaking, hydrogen bonding plays a minor role in CD complex stabilization [208].
Also, at higher temperatures, the effect of hydrogen bonding on β-CD complex stabilization
tends to decrease, while the effect of van der Waals forces remains about the same [209].

Hydrogen bonding does, however, contribute to overall CD complexation formation
and stability [208], and sometimes acts in tandem with Van der Waals forces to stabilize CD
complexes. For example, Li et al. (2005) [210] proposed that both van der Waals forces and
hydrogen bonding are responsible for the encapsulation of chloramphenicol, a ribosome-
targeting antibiotic [211] by β-CD, based upon the calculated thermodynamic parameters
determined for the binding of chloramphenicol to β-CD [210]. Furthermore, Audino et al.
(2005) [212] attributed the stability of the 1:1 Methoprene/β-CD to van der Waals forces
and hydrogen bonding.

As with other driving forces for CD complexation, the role of hydrogen bonding in CD
complexation remains elusive. Further studies aimed at understanding these roles could
prove useful for certain types of drugs and CD complexes.

3.5.3. Release of High Energy Water Molecules and Their Role in Complexation

In both liquid and solid states, the cavities of CDs usually contain a certain number of
water molecules. There is currently no consensus on the “exact” number of water molecules
the CD cavity may contain [189]. A single β-CD molecule, for example, is reported to have
10–12 water molecules [213]. In addition, multiple hydrates are possible for each native
CD. For example, Connors (1997) reported two hydrate forms for α-CD, one with 6 water
molecules, and the other with 7.57 water molecules [57]. In the same paper, the author listed
two hydrate forms for β-CD, one with 11 water molecules, and the other with 12 water
molecules [57]. These differences in reported numbers are not unexpected. As discussed
earlier (see Section 2.2), CD have conformational flexibility [57], not molecular rigidity,
otherwise their ability to form inclusion complexes would be severely limited [47,51,83,84].

A water molecule associating with the hydrophobic groups of the CD cavity loses
approximately two hydrogen bonds, and is energetically frustrated [89]. As such, the water
molecules inside the cavity are high energy (enthalpy rich) [56,214,215]. The “driving out”
of these high-energy water molecules (process outlined in Figure 13) is a key driving force
in CD complexation in aqueous solutions [6,188]. Thus, it is important to understand the
interactions between water molecules and the components of the CD complex [216,217].
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Figure 13. Outline the process of water expulsion from the CD cavity as a complex is formed. The
process is as follows: (1) guest molecule approaches CD cavity, (2) the hydrophobic portion of the
guest molecule begins to ”expel” the water molecules from the CD cavity to bulk solution, (3) a
complex is formed, and the water molecules inside the CD cavity originally are now in the bulk
solution. The green oval represents the guest molecule, the orange cone the CD host, and the blue
circles water molecules.

The first study to seek to understand the role of high energy water release in CD
complexation involved the interactions between d-limonene, a major constituent in citrus
oils [218], and α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD [219]. The authors of this study found that the
minimum number of molecules required for d-limonene complexation with α-CD, β-CD,
and γ-CD is 2, 7, and 12, respectively. The estimated number of released water molecules
was 4, 7, and 8 for α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD, respectively. These results were determined
using the auto-catalytic inclusion model, and were comparable to those obtained by crystal
analysis [219]. These imply that water inclusion and exclusion, are necessary for d-limonene
to bind to the CD cavity, demonstrating the powerful role water molecules play in CD
complexation (in aqueous solution).

An earlier paper than the one previously discussed [219] examined the effect of water
and ethanol of d-limonene/CD complexation [220]. Using the micro-aqueous method,
the authors determined that a minimum number of water molecules was required for
d-limonene to complex with α-CD, β-CD, or γ-CD. Ethanol was also found to contribute,
in part, to the d-limonene/CD complexation, acting as a type of “space regulator” between
d-limonene and the CD cavity [220]. Thus, this study demonstrates that water molecules
are in part responsible for the complexation between d-limonene and CDs.

A more recent example serves to emphasize the role of high-energy water molecules
in CD complexation in aqueous solution; García-Río et al. (2010) showed that water
release from the CD cavity plays a definitive role in the complexation of meta- and para-
substituted benzoyl chlorides by DM-β-CD [221]. The meta substituents of the benzoyl
chlorides (3-CF3, 3-Cl) showed increased formation constants at increased temperatures.
The para substituents of the benzoyl chlorides (4-NO2, 4-MeO), however, showed decreased
formation constants with increased temperatures. The same authors ascribe this difference
in thermodynamic behavior to the difference in the number of water molecules excluded
from the DM-β-CD cavity. The more closely the guest molecule (benzoyl chloride) fits into
the cavity, the more water molecules will be released from the cavity. Since the 1:1CD/meta
substituents complexes have higher binding constants as compared to the 1:1 complexes
of the para substituents, the meta substituents fit more neatly into the DM-β-CD cavity,
and hence, drive out more water molecules [221]. Thus, the driving out of water molecules
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constitutes an essential driving force for the complexation of benzoyl chloride substituents.
This argument could easily extend to other types of organic molecules complexing with
CD cavities in aqueous solution.

Water molecule expulsion from the CD cavity plays a pivotal role in CD complexation
in aqueous solution. Water molecules also form stabilizing interactions with CD-drug
complexes in the solid state [221,222], but these interactions do not necessarily indicate the
exclusion of water molecules from the cavity.

The interactions between water molecules and the components of CD complexes
is a fascinating area of physical chemistry research, and future efforts to elucidate the
causes and factors behind these interactions will yield important structural insights for CD
complexation, which in turn can be used in important applications such as pharmaceuticals
(i.e., drug/CD complexes).

4. Applications of Cyclodextrins

Due to CDs biodegradability, biocompatibility, and versatility, their industrial applica-
tions are very varied. The applications discussed here (Section 4) are outlined in Figure 14.
CDs have been used in the textile and pharmaceutical industries, as well as in agriculture,
food technology, for environmental protection, chemical and biological analysis, and in
dyes and cosmetics. Many of these applications are possible because of the ability of CDs to
form stable complexes with many types of molecules. This will be emphasized throughout
the remainder of this section.
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4.1. General Applications

CDs play an important role in the textile industry, as they can be used as leveling agents
in dyeing [223–225], in wastewater treatment [226–228], and in textile finishing [229–233].
In the dyeing process, CDs can be used as a dyeing aid, forming a complex with the
dye [234], or as a chemical modification of the surface [235,236]. CDs can form a variety of
inclusion complexes with textile dyes, thus influencing the quality of the dyeing.

Some researchers have grafted β-CD into insoluble solids, such as activated car-
bon, zeolite, magnetic materials, and silica gel, obtaining good adsorption results [237].
These adsorbent materials with cyclodextrin incorporation have considerable potential in
wastewater treatment applications. This is due to their large amounts of hydroxyl groups,
hydrophobic cavity, and interactions with organic and inorganic compounds.
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In the cosmetic sector, CDs are distinguished by odor control, stabilization, and process
improvement upon conversion of a liquid ingredient to a solid form [238]. It is used in skin
creams, toothpaste, solid and liquid fabric softeners, tissues, paper towels and underarm
shields [63].

CDs are also used in food formulations for flavor delivery or flavor protection [64].
Most natural and artificial flavors are volatile oils or liquids and complexation with cy-
clodextrins provides a favorable substitution to the conventional encapsulation technologies
used for flavor protection [63].

They are also used to remove cholesterol from products such as butter, milk, and
eggs [4,239]. Materials treated with CDs show 80% removal of cholesterol [63,240]. In
Japan, for more than two decades, cyclodextrins have been approved as “modified starch”
for food applications, serving to mask odors in fresh food and to stabilize fish oils [63,241].
Also, CDs act as molecular encapsulants, protecting the flavor [182].

CDs are able to reinforce drug delivery through biological membranes. They act as
true carriers by keeping the hydrophobic drug molecules in solution and delivering them
to the surface of the biological membrane. The addition of α-CD or ß-CD increases the
water solubility of several poorly water-soluble substances. Furthermore, CDs can be used
to reduce the effects of irritant or bitter-tasting and bad-smelling drugs [4,239,242,243].

CDs can form complexes with an enormous variety of agricultural chemicals including
insecticides, herbicides, repellents, pheromones, fungicides, and growth regulators [63,182].
CDs can also be used to delay seed germination. In grain treated with β-CD, some of the
amylases that degrade the starch supplies of the seeds are inhibited, yielding a 20–45%
larger harvest [4].

In the chemical industry, cyclodextrins are often used to separate enantiomers and
isomers, to catalyze reactions, to aid in different processes and to detoxify or remove waste
materials [63]. They can be used in electrochemical chemistry to mask contaminating
compounds [4]. They are also able to serve as enzyme mimics because of the molecular
recognition phenomenon [4] attributed to the substituted groups on the CD.

4.2. CDs in Solar Energy

Today, energy has become one of the most significant driving forces of economic
growth and manufacturing activity. Among the renewable energy resources, solar energy
is an essential component of energy usage due to it being safe, easily accessible, and its
unlimited nature [244]. Nevertheless, due to the high cost and low performance of some
solar energy consumption systems, it is difficult to compete with conventional energy
sources. Therefore, an additional priority of researchers, both now and in the near future,
is to enable the efficient transfer or storage of solar energy [245]. The heat transfer fluid
(HTF) in solar thermal systems plays a crucial role due to its ability to transfer heat from the
collector or absorber to the heat exchanger. The brilliant heat transfer efficiency of various
nanofluids have been reported [246]. Several studies have shown excellent potential of
nanofluids for use mainly in solar energy devices and in the field of heat transfer fluids [247].

On the other hand, semiconductor nanocrystals have attracted enormous attention
because of their strong potential for applications in various fields and their excellent physic-
ochemical properties. Feng et al. (2005) presented a self-assembly method based on the
special structure of various semiconductor/CD hybrid materials with different morpholo-
gies to produce photoactive TiO2-cyclodextrin wires by using CDs as bifunctionals [248].
β-CD has been found to be valuable in enhancing the kinetics of charge transfer from
the photoexcited semiconductor to cavity-absorbed electron acceptors [249]. A low tem-
perature study on TiO2-β-CD-graphene nanocomposite synthesis for energy storage and
photocatalytic applications was reported by Sharavath et al. [250]. In a novel route that is
a low temperature operation, the TiO2-CD@GNS composite was synthesized. After 1000
continuous charge/discharge cycles, it exhibits high capacitance and high cyclic stability
with 90 percent capacitance retention. In order to prevent agglomeration, the CD moi-
ety loaded on graphene nanosheets acts as a stabilizing agent for the TiO2 NPs and has
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served as linkers between them [250]. Obviously, in energy harvesting and storage, the
advancement of nanomaterial technology plays a vital role.

In recent years, electrochemical supercapacitors have gained substantial attention
because they are capable of providing high power density, rapid charging, a long cycle life,
and low maintenance costs. To fabricate high performing electrochemical sensors, CDs are
being combined with emerging materials. Coupling the CDs with graphene nanosheets
(GNs) is one of the more exciting combinations; this method is appealing because it results in
raising the remarkable electrochemical detection of drugs and biomolecules. The CD-GNs
display high supramolecular recognition and enrichment properties of CDs in addition to
the good electrical and large surface area properties of GNs [251]. Another motivating blend
involves the combination of CDs with carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Combining the attractive
properties of the CNTs with the supramolecular inclusion complexation characteristics of
the CDs resulted in enhanced electron-transfer reactions at these composites. CD-CNTs
displayed an outstanding capability in improving optical properties [252,253]. CDs are
combined effectively within a number of conducting polymer matrices (polypyrrole (Ppy),
polyaniline (PANI), and polythiophene derivatives) and used as electrochemical sensors.
It has been shown that the CDs are the main players in the detection of the objective
compounds. They also retain their supramolecular complexation properties [254].

In addition to the above compounds, ordered mesoporous silicas and mesoporous
carbon, and 2D layered materials with good conducting properties and high surface areas
have been discovered in the development of sensors, including CDs as the molecular
recognition agent [255–257]. For a parallel connected supercapacitor and dye-sensitized
solar cell, β-CD is sulfonated, thermally crosslinked with PVP, and incorporated with
MnCO3 nanoparticles. A sulfated composite of β-CD/PVP/MnCO3 has been thought to
provide renewable energy even over long periods in hot environments for a long time [258].

4.3. Environmental Application of CDs

In the field of environmental science, CDs play a key role in enhancing and removing
organic pollutants and heavy metals from the soil, water and atmosphere, and in the
solubility of organic contaminants. Because of their excellent physicochemical properties
and their ability to boost the stabilization, encapsulation and adsorption of pollutants,
CD-based adsorbents have gained worldwide attention as new-generation adsorbents for
wastewater treatment [259]. CD-based adsorbent removal mechanisms partly rely on the
preparation process. Singh et al. (2002) stated that after the treatment of wastewater with
β-CD, the levels of all aromatic toxic hydrocarbons such as phenol, p-chlorophenol, and
benzene present in wastewater are substantially reduced [241].

Furthermore, in environmental fields, CDs have been commonly used as adsorbents
and non-toxic cyclic oligosaccharides. The use of CDs in the formulation of insecticides
plays a significant role in environmental safety. CDs are integrated into the preparation of a
neem seed extract insecticide by creating a water-soluble neem seed kernel extract inclusion
complex, enclosing azadirachtin-A in a CD carrier molecule. In addition to all the above-
mentioned uses, CDs also contribute to the photodegradation process of organophosphorus
pesticides in humid water by catalyzing the reaction of reactive radical pesticides formed
by the humid photosensitizer and the inclusion of complex CDs [241].

The use of silica beads, with high mechanical properties and physical strength, con-
taining CD molecules with advantages of a complexing substrate as adsorbents has recently
received a lot of attention regarding environmental problems [260,261]. These combination-
sof the silica beads with the CD result in strong binding affinities toward target pollutants
and relatively high pollutant adsorption capacities and are considered as an innovative
and promising tool for environmental protection [262].

In short, because of their ability to form complexes with a wide variety of chemicals,
CDs have immense application in many industries, and their potential applications in
additional areas still deserve further study and consideration.
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5. Summary and Future Perspectives

Since their discovery in 1891, CDs have attracted a wide range of research interest in both
industry and academia. Among different cyclodextrins forms and their derivatives, we focus
in this review on the three native CDs α-CD, β-CD, γ-CD, and some of their derivatives.

The unique chemical structures of CDs is the main reason why they have such a wide
variety of applications including drug delivery, wastewater treatment, and pharmaceutical
industry. The different sizes of the discussed CDs, along with their wide range of chemical
and physical properties such as stabilities, reactivity, and solubility, extend their medical,
environmental, and industrial applications.

For example, CDs were used in different fields to address environmental problems
such as the formulation of more safe insecticides creating a water-soluble carrier molecule
and being utilized for the photodegradation process of organophosphorus pesticides. The
CDs biodegradability and biocompatibility give them superior properties for medical
applications mainly in drug delivery and the cosmetics industry. CDs are commonly
utilized in conventional encapsulation technologies used for food flavor protection, to
mask odors in fresh food, and to stabilize fish oils. CDs are also used to remove unwanted
molecules such as cholesterol from products like milk, butter, and eggs. CDs are used
in the chemical industry to remove waste materials, catalyze reactions, and to separate
enantiomers and isomers. In addition to all these usages, CDs are becoming an interesting
prospect for solar energy systems due to their promising features of good optical properties,
suitable stability, and high thermal conductivity.

We believe that several research areas will continue to conduct further investigation of
the synthesis of new cyclodextrin derivatives, and will reveal novel applications of these
important molecules. In particular, CDs will be utilized in synthesizing new nanoparticles
with designed sizes, as well as fabricating nano-devices for medical applications. For
example, Huang et al. (2019) used a β-CD polymer network (CPN) to synthesize various
metal nanoparticles (palladium, silver, platinum, gold, and rhodium) of subnanometer size
(<1 nm) [263].
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